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1. At the AGM it was agreed by all whom attended to increase the yearly subscriptions 

to £15 per annum, this increase will take effect from the 1st July 2017. This a small 
grace period to everyone wishing to stay as members to subscribe at the lower rate. 
Anyone paying subs on or after the 1st July 2017 will be asked to pay the higher 
price. Please could I prompt those members who have not paid their subs to please 
do so ASAP thank you. We have heard balloonists using UHF frequencies on a 
repeater output frequency; the repeater was the Bath repeater, as reported by Rob 
G4XUT. We are still getting interference on TD from we think from the railway 
sidings it is possible equipment being used as the probable cause of the 
interference.. 

 
2. Article from myself – My Experiences (Off Duty) in Libya.  

      
Next page for article. 

            ↓



 
Experiences (Off Duty) in North Africa (Libya). 

 
I had just finished a two year stint in Holland, working for Lucent Technologies, and was 
taking a break from employment to think what I could do next. I received an email from a 
friend I had worked with in Holland, telling me to get my CV sent to him ASAP as there 
was an opening in Libya that might interest me. I duly sent a current CV via email, thinking 
what on earth could be on offer over there. Sure enough an email was returned by one of 
the managers (from Siemens no less) asking if we could chat over a phone call and of 
course I said yes. This was what I thought would be them sounding me out to see if I had 
the right experience to cover the job out there. It was in fact an informal interview and I 
was offered the position and within a week had the details sent to me with a ticket to fly to 
Malta and await a visa to enter Libya. When I arrived in Libya I was welcomed by a local 
driver sent from the Siemens camp that I would be staying at, he had a hand written sign 
saying Siemens Mr Powell I think as it was scrawled on the paper and not very readable 
(the only bit I recognised was Siemens) and his verbal english was not much better. When 
I got to the camp I met up with the friend who had sent me the email, and his name was 
David. To begin with I had accommodation with David which was more than enough for 
two of us as it was a family accommodation. The camp in which I resided was in Tripoli 
and all the social life was in and around Tripoli. The housing was converted shipping 
containers and was adequate especially as they had air conditioning. Enough of the scene 
setting I will write an article on the technical side of this job at a later date. This one will 
cover the social scene as it was very comprehensive to my surprise I might add. My first 
introduction was at the first week-end when David suggested we might look for a party to 
go to which was a short distance from our camp to another camp that only had a few 
people staying there, the main ones were a couple of engineers from British Aerospace. 
One of whom I became firm friends with as we used to go to parties together as he had a 
driver to take us and get us back home afterwards most of the time. As time went on I 
joined several societies (clubs/get-togethers or what you would like to call them). First was 
the Hash House Harriers (I think as it was referred to as The Hash) this was supposed to 
be a running club or the Fox and hound games I remember from years ago. One or two 
people would run out and lay a trail of flour then we would follow up afterwards myself and 
another friend would walk rather than run to accompany the ladies that ran. At the end of 
this run it would end up as a drinking and partying session which would go on until the 
evening with silly games and lots of drinking. Music was provided via disco which 
somebody provided, this is where I got an idea to try my hand at being a DJ (More about 
this later). I also joined my local darts team and as this would be run during the working 
week parties were a little shorter but still plenty of alcohol flowed at these events and as 
they would end in a large gathering at the end of the season which was about April time it 
was generally an all day event with plenty of drinking and eating going on, also playing 



darts as this was not just an excuse for a party but was a tournament and prizes were 
handed out at the end of this event. I also joined or was asked to join the Caledonian 
Society as by this time I had become a busy DJ and they wanted someone to play music 
at their social events. Let me get back as to how I became a DJ I had been invited to a 
major event of the social calendar called Octoberfest this was imitating the German form of 
this event, and of course we were expected to dress up in silly germanic type costumes 
that looked something like the German event but I seemed to get away with just wearing a 
silly T-shirt. The thing was they had a disco and DJ setup but after a short time part of the 
system failed and they weren't sure what to do to fix it and I offered my help as I had my 
computer in my car with music on it and as the night was a large success my DJ'ing days 
started from there. Not forgetting lots of drinking beer and eating sausage at this event of 
course we did try to indulge in the true spirit of Oktoberfest. 

Me as DJ at Oktoberfest and another of my friends from Libya and don't ask what I'm 
wearing as thats another story best left to the mists of time. If you can see the banner it 
says “Sausage Breath Disco” not my choice but it's what the first disco was called and it 
has been left in place. 

This is just a better picture of the disco setup sorry about the quality. 
Suffice to say things went from this event to many others and with other parties and in 
between ones at the 'British Embassy Summer House'. From memory I think we managed 
to drink the bar dry at one of the parties at this place. The expats that I got to know and 
befriend had quite a few different methods of social gatherings most involved alcohol of 
some sort and I joined in where I could fit them in between work commitments, I will leave 
work for another story later. One event I remember was the movable feast, this entailed 
starting at one persons house/apartment for starters, then after being divided into a 
smaller group we went on another persons house for the main course, and then onto 
somewhere else for desert, and finally ending up at a mutually agreed place large enough 



for all involved with the movable feast and others that could only get to this venue. Where 
we partied most of the night with me as the DJ and good time was had by all. There were 
parties that I went to where I wasn't the DJ which was good as I could sample the latest 
brews that people had produced, and also any spirit they could get hold of. My apologies 
for not having any more pictures of the events that I was involved in as didn't take a 
camera with me on these occasions. The parties that we attended were held by different 
expat nationalities very international you could say, I can remember one such occasion 
this was a toga party and we all had to find material and dress up in a toga. I did a google 
search on the internet to find how a toga was made/put together and basically it's about 
5/6 meters of cloth wrapped around yourself with the loose end draped over your arm. 
From memory the toga's lasted most of the evening until a few of the guests decided to 
take a dip in the swimming pool at the venue, not a pretty sight as you can imagine, and 
yes this was one of my DJ venues and lets just say a lot fun was had by all involved, I 
think I drove back to my camp after the party but not sure as it was a while ago. As you 
can appreciate the expats found excuses to hold a party didn't have to have a reason for 
them, just it was the end of the working week that was all. For what was supposed to be a 
dry country I never found it difficult to acquire alcoholic beverages. 
 
Thanks for reading my ramblings hope you enjoyed it. 



 
4. Ramblings of the Editor. 
 
We are now through our spring period with all the early flowers giving way to the trees 
coming into full leaf with the grass growing high and other plants coming into bloom.  
This was me being in the right place at the right time it was the nearest I have come to see 
this particular wild bird - a Heron this close for many a year; 

 
Above is the Heron resting before taking flight. 
 
This is on another occasion I can across a Heron feeding from one of the lakes at Lawn. 

 



 
These next pictures disappoint me a little as I expected to see large areas of bluebells but 
they are few and far between. 

The other flowers I found were these forget-me-nots in amongst the Nettles. 

 
Well that’s all for this newsletter thanks for reading it . 


